




• Overall economic growth slowed substantially to a mere 0.1% in Q1 (Q4 2013:
2.6%), mainly reflecting adverse weather conditions at the beginning of the year.

• The Fed decided at its April meeting to continue to reduce the scale of its monthly
asset purchases by US$10 billion to US$45 billion. At the current pace of tapering, it
is also expected that the asset purchase programme may end in this autumn.

































• As highlighted to the FAP in February 2014, as part of policy measures designed to reduce the
risks posed by systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs), the FSB set new standards for
resolution (in its “Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes for Financial Institutions”) in late
2011.

• The Hong Kong authorities (in self-assessments) and the FSB (in a peer review) identified a series
of gaps in the existing toolkits available to the regulators when compared with these new
standards. Legislative reform is necessary to fill these gaps and provide for an effective resolution
regime such that in the event that any SIFI were to reach a point of non-viability in the future, the
authorities in Hong Kong will be in a position to deal with it effectively in a manner that protects
both financial stability and public funds.

• FSTB, together with HKMA, SFC and the OCI, issued a first-stage public consultation paper setting
out the authorities’ initial thinking and proposals in early January. The three-month consultation,
which ended on 6 April 2014, resulted in the receipt of 33 submissions from a wide range of
stakeholders which are being carefully reviewed.

• The Government and financial regulators have proactively engaged with stakeholders during the
consultation period. The HKMA, SFC and OCI have met with stakeholders from the sectors under
their respective purviews while the FSTB led a number of sessions with some LegCo FAP
members and certain professional associations to discuss the proposals in more detail.

• To meet the FSB’s end-2015 deadline for implementation of the Key Attributes by all member
jurisdictions, and to ensure that Hong Kong does not fall behind other key financial centres, it is
proposed that a second public consultation exercise addressing the more complex aspects of the
proposals take place later in 2014, with a view to introducing a Bill into the LegCo by early-2015.



Legislative changes in Q4
• Quick recap – Next phase of Basel III standards will cover:

• Capital - the two capital buffers (“capital conservation buffer” and “countercyclical capital
buffer”) and, in the case of banks identified as “systemically important”, a higher loss
absorbency requirement;

• Liquidity – the liquidity coverage ratio (and for Hong Kong, together with some modifications
to the existing liquidity ratio); and

• Disclosure – disclosures associated with the said capital and liquidity standards as well as
those in relation to the leverage ratio.

• According to the Basel implementation timeline, legislation for these standards should be in place by
1 January 2015. We are currently working in conjunction with the FSTB and the DoJ in preparing
the implementing rules , which will take the form of:

• in the case of capital and disclosure standards, amendments to existing Banking (Capital)
Rules and Banking (Disclosure) Rules; and

• in the case of liquidity standards, a new set of Banking (Liquidity) Rules.

Consultations
• Meanwhile, consultations are in progress regarding certain operational aspects of the capital

standards:

• Countercyclical capital buffer – the HKMA is finalising its proposals on the technical
mechanics for operating the buffer in view of comments received from the industry during
consultation; and

• Higher loss absorbency (HLA) – the HKMA has recently put out for consultation its policy
proposals for a framework to identify systemically important banks in Hong Kong and
assess the required level of HLA to be applied to them. The consultation is scheduled to
close on 26 May.








